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Yarwood Construction is a well-established building Contractors based in Tameside, 

Manchester. Specialising in extensions, renovations and conversions.

We are a company that prides our self's on customer care. With a simple business 

model of improving the lives of our clients not just their homes and hopefully 

making some genuine connections along the way. We guarantee that the all our 

work will be completed on-time, on-budget, and above all else to the highest 

possible standards. We have gained a profound reputation throughout Greater 

Manchester and the North West for our reliability, professionalism and over all build 

quality.

Being a family run business has helped us over the years to build such fantastic 

long-lasting relationships with some many incredible family’s across Manchester.  

So from our family to yours, I sensorially hope we can work together to build the 

home of your dreams.

Hi our Company would like to take 

a minute to introduce Our Selves !



Our Client Reference’s 
and Recommends 

“Yarwood's, have completed a large kitchen extension and an additional bedroom 

recently for us and we have been really impressed with both the work and the 

people themselves. Everyone working on our house were really friendly and 

involved us in all decisions along the way. From the first meeting with Liam to 

discuss our plans and get our quotation to working with Jordon, Dan and the 

other lads whilst the work was completed. The whole process was stress free. 

The work quoted was completed within the planned time frame. This is the 

second time we have used them after they worked on our loft earlier in the year. 

The price for all the jobs were very competitive. We wouldn’t hesitate to use them 

again in the future and we would highly recommend them to everybody.”

Mr and Mrs Kitchenman

Previous Client Testimonials 

Mr S Sowerby 

Double Storey Side Extension including a

Master Bedroom, En suite and utility room.

Stephen Telephone : 07736289794

Address : 20 Wittenbury Rd, Heaton Norris,

Stockport

Mr C Anderton 

Double Storey Side Extension

with downstairs W.C, utility room. 

Kitchen and Bathroom 

Renovations and various other 

alterations throughout the 

property.

Chris Telphone 07739319159

Address: 231 Windlehurst Rd

Marple Bridge, Stockport

Why not Contact our previous and client’s,  
see what they have to say about Yarwood 
Construction!  
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Just a few examples of single storey extensions in a variety of 

shapes, roof lines and finishes. Windows, lanterns and 

skylights accompanied with bi-folding doors are a always a 

very popular choice and we love the finished results. 
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Being such a vital part of any project. The internal space is 

such a key component of any successful build. This is an area 

that Yarwood's team excel in, with constructive guidance and 

advice from day one. We always ensure the best possible 

results. From colour schemes to lay out we can help with it all. 

Our years of experience and amazing portfolio of successful 

projects means we have pretty much seen and done it all.



✓ A local, trustworthy building company who are passionate about quality.

✓ We have completed countless extensions, garage and loft conversions across 

the North west.

✓ Your project will have a designated site manager throughout the build for you to 

liaise with and to make sure the job is going exactly to plan.

✓ We deliver outstanding work that is on-time, on-budget, and tailored to your 

needs.

✓ We offer a fully comprehensive service that begins from the moment you pick 

up the phone and lasts well beyond completion of your project.

✓ We have teams of experienced, trained and dedicated professional tradesmen 

who ensure your work is carried out to the very highest standard.

✓ Our work gets checked and passed at multiple stages throughout the project to 

make sure it always conforms to the current Building regulations.

✓ Yarwood Construction always operate as honestly and fairly as possible.

✓ Yarwood Construction never purposely hide extra costs from our clients.

✓ When additional unforeseen work is required, Yarwood Construction will always 

work are hardest to keep the additional costs as low as possible for our clients. 

✓ We work tirelessly to ensure that your job is completely stress-free.

✓ We are contactable 6 days a week 8am to 6pm.

✓ We understand that excellent communication is essential for a successful 

building project.

✓ We leave your property in the same condition as we first arrive – we will always 

respect your property and lifestyle.

✓ Every project we undertake is guaranteed by the signing of our comprehensive 

building contract which guarantees the price you will pay and the time your 

project will take.

✓ We are a fully insured contractors with 10 million pounds public liability cover.

✓ A building company you can trust.

Why Yarwood Construction?



Unit 8 Berkeley Business Park

Turner Street

A-U-L, OL6 8LB

Office: 0161 343 1139 

E: info@yarwoodconstruction.co.uk

Vat Registration Number: 252588092

“Our friendly staff at Yarwood Construction are always on hand. Whether you may need 

a home visit to discuss a quotation or maybe a bit of advice from an expert? Contact our 

customer service team to see what we can do for you. We are always happy to help”

Please take a look at our trust a trader reviews online, we are extremely proud of our 5 

star reputation. Additionally we have an abundance of Goggle reviews for you to 

browse through. Getting to hear what previous clients had to say about there experience 

with us, can be really helpful when trying to find the right building company for you.  

With some contact details of our previous clients included within this broacher, and many 

more upon request. Its easy to get a good feel for the level of professional and reliable  

service that we offer.



LINKEDIN
YARWOODCONSTRUCTION

TWITTER
@YARWOOD2

WEBSITE 
www.yarwoodconstruction.co.uk

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

FACEBOOK
YARWOOD

INSTAGRAM
YARWOODCONSTRUCTION


